The degree profile of an edge e of a finite hypergraph H is the map assigning to a positive integer i the number of vertices of degree i incident with e. The edge degree profile of H is the map describing for any possible degree profile ~ the number of edges in H with degree profile ~. A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of hypergraphs of prescribed edge degree profile is found. A similar result concerning hypergraphs without multiple edges is also presented.
One of basic informations about a simple graph G (unordered, finite, without loops and multiple edges) is contained in the sequence (vl(G) [8] and Hakimi [6] . It is well known that a graph corresponding to a sequence (Vo .... ,VA), if any, need not be unique.
A more complex information on the structure of G is yielded by the symmetric matrix (eij(G)) of order A(G) having in ith row and jth column the number e~(G) of edges of G joining an i-valent vertex to a j-valent vertex. (All v~(G) are derivable from this matrix.) Hakimi and Schmeichel [7] raised a problem analogous to that above, namely: Given a symmetric matrix g = (e 0 of order A with Z~= 1 e~a > 0, does there exist a graph G with A(G) = A such that eij(G) =eij, i,j = 1 ..... A? Note that without loss of generality G can be assumed to be without isolated vertices --they do not influence eij (G) . A necessary and sufficient condition was found by Patrinos and Hakimi [9] --it can be reformulated as the conjunction of two following 
vi(8)=i(j~__leij+eii )
is an integer.
(II.g) For all integers i, j, 1 ~< i ~< j ~< A, e u ~< vi(g) vi(g ) and
The problem can be modified through replacement of a graph by a multigraph. A necessary and sufficient condition taken (and rewritten) again from 1"9] is (I.g) together with: (Ill.g) For each integer i, 1 ~< i ~< A, ~]=1 eu > 0 implies vi(g) t> 1 and eii> 0 implies vi(g) ~> 2. Another problem posed in [9] had arisen from the additional requirement on a graph corresponding to a matrix dr, to have some prescribed property. Some necessary and sufficient conditions were found for the following properties: to be a connected graph (Achuthan [1] , Chernyak [2] ), to be a self-complementary graph, 2-edgeconnected graph, 2-connected graph (Chernyak [3] [4] [5] ).
In the present article we make a step in another direction --we analyze hypergraphs from the point of view of their edge structure. To illustrate the problem consider a simple hypergraph H (without multiple edges) with vertices 1 .... ,9 and edges el = {1}, e2 = {1,2,3}, e 3 -----{3,4,5}, e4 = {5,6}, es = {5,7,8,9}, e 6 = {1,6,9}. In Table 1 numbers of vertices of an edge el having a fixed degree are presented. To each e~ in a natural way the map ct~ from positive integers to non-negative integers can be defined by taking ~i(j) as the number of vertices of degreej in e~; a natural name for cq is the degree profile of the edge ei.
Thus for example ors(l)= 2, ~5(2)= ~5(3)= 1 and ors(j)= 0 for j >/4. Since ~i~ i aq(j) is the number of vertices of e~, it is finite provided we restrict ourselves to finite hypergraphs. If a¢ is the set of all possible degree profiles of edges of finite hypergraphs, the edge structure of H can be described using the map ¢~tt from d to non-negative integers such that q~u(~) is the number of edges of H which are of degree profile ~t; a natural name for q~u is then the edge degree profile of the hypergraph H. In our example we have q~n(:q) = q~n(:%) = q~U(~S) = (]~n(0~6) : 1, ~n(~2) = 2 (~2 = ~3) and q~n(~) = 0 for ~ ¢ {:q, ~z, ~4, ~5, ~5, ~6}. As y,,u q~n(~) is the number of edges of H, the finiteness of considered hypergraphs forces this sum to be finite. If ~-is the set of all maps which are candidates for the role to be the edge degree profile of a finite hypergraph, the problem solved in this paper is to characterize those maps from ~-which really correspond to a finite hypergraph or to a simple finite hypergraph. Now we pass to strict definitions and notations. For integers p, q set 
note that e~ = z2 and t~ = a~. Furthermore set
and for maps * e ~ and ~ e ~1 with *(~) > 0 define the map *, e ~ as follows:
• ,(fl) = *(fl) otherwise.
The degree profile of an edge e e E(H) is the map q~e.n e s/determined by ~oe.n(i) = [{v e VI(H): (v, e) e I(H)} I for every i ~ [1, ~ ). The edge degree profile ofa hypergraph H is the map *n e ~ whose values are *u(a) = I{e e E(H): q~e, tt = ~}1 for each ~ e ~1. A map * e ~-is said to be realizable or simply realizable if there exists a hypergraph H or a simple hypergraph H, respectively, such that *n = 4; as in the case of graphs, isolated vertices (of degree 0) can be neglected. For any i e [1, ~ ) and * e ~ the number vi(*):= (1/i)Y~,~da(i)*(~) is rational one. We shall need the following condition where * e ~ is a parameter:
Another condition The last necessary condition reads as:
Now we are ready to start our analysis. Proof, The inequality vi(~)>~ct(i)min{1,~(:t)} is trivial for :t(i)~(:t)=0. For ~(i) (/)(a) > 0 take any edge e e E(H) with tpe, tt = a --the number of edges of H of degree profile :t is ¢(a)>0. We have also [{ve vi(n): (v,e)eI(n)}l = ~(i), hence vi(H) >/:t(i) =-ct(i)min{1, q)(~)} and we are done. [] From now on our effort will be concentrated on showing that the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 are not only necessary, but also sufficient for simple realizability or realizability, respectively, of a map ¢~ e #'. This will be performed by help of several lemmas reflecting relationships between conditions (1.¢0, (2.¢0 and (3.~) as well as those between realizability or simple realizability of • and ~. 
Lemma 1. If a map * e ~ is realizable and H is a hypergraph with *n = 4, then vi(*) = vi(H) for all i ~ [1, go ).

Proof. Let E~(H)
for
=v,(~)+~(--~(i)+~,j(i)c~(j))=v,(')+lz~(i).
j=l I Fori= 1 then 
~(ct) <~ [-I (vi(~)~ ~: 1 \ ~(i) ]
and crp~ is simply realizable, so is c19. [1, ~) and ~ is realizable, so is 4.
lf vi(@) >>. ~t(i)min {1, t/,(ct)} for every i•
Proof. 1. Let H~ = (V~, p~) be a simple hypergraph of edge degree profile ¢,~ and let E~ = E(H~). The multiplicity function # has value 1 for the following subsets of V:
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